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The Rheinmetall ADS/Strike Shield
active protection systems installed on
a LEOPARD 2, defeating a side attack
from a rocket-propelled grenade.(Photo:
Rheinmetall ADS)

Small inserts on cover depict
- An F/A18-E Super HORNET launching
  from USS RONALD REAGAN,
  flagship of Carrier Strike Group (CSG) 5
  in the East China Sea. The Group’s role
  is to protect and defend US and allies’
  maritime interests in the Indo-Pacific
  region. (Photo: US DoD)
- US Army Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS) showing the dust
  created when firing practice rockets during a live-fire certification
  exercise at the Grafenwohr Training Area, Germany, in June.
  (Photo: US DoD)
- COVID-19 has dramatically changed military procedures and
  protocols, perhaps for ever. US Army 1st Sgt Donald Williams has
  his temperature checked prior to a key leader engagement in Krabi,
  Thailand, during Exercise Hanuman Guardian in March.
  (Photo: US DoD)

Photo on Contents page
FNSS has begun final assembly of the first PARS 6x6 MKKA
mine-protected vehicle only 15 months after commencing the project.
(Photof: FNSS)
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